FOR A DOUBLE
SIMULTANEOUS ACTION
ON MUSCLES AND FAT

GET IN SHAPE
IN NO TIME

NOT ONLY BEAUTY,
THE IMPORTANCE OF A HEALTHY BODY
To maintain a healthy lifestyle and enjoy immediate and long-term benefits, the muscular system
must be constantly trained.
TONING THE BODY OFFERS MULTIPLE BENEFITS FROM AN AESTHETIC AND, ABOVE ALL,
PHYSICAL POINT OF VIEW.
Muscle strength training brings a general sense of well-being, significantly improves quality of life,
helps control anxiety and stress, reduces the risk of chronic diseases, and stabilizes bones and
joints.
Finding the right motivation is a problem for many people who, most of the time, prefer to spend
their free time in other ways to escape the daily stress, thus putting aside their physical well-being.

Baldan Group once again breaks the barriers of wellness and erases the negative
aspects of exercise with B-FORCE, the technology designed specifically for those who
want to stay in shape or regain their ideal figure in just a few weeks

Working on your body is important

A new training concept for the
WELL-BEING OF THE BODY
at 360 degrees

Research has led to the creation of B-FORCE, the
first electrostimulator which, thanks to a unique
combination of various waveforms, enables
5 different types of contractions to increase muscle
tone and reduce localized fat deposits.
B-FORCE is the first technology that allows variable
contractions, unlike other similar devices that offer
only one type of contraction, more or less intense.
The contractions triggered by electrostimulation
stimulates muscular energy which, as it continues
to be stimulated, increases the volume of the treated
muscle, attacks fat and increases metabolism.

Ideal for anyone wanting to work on
localized fat.

ELECTROSTIMULATIONS

Electrostimulation sends direct signals to the
muscle fibers, which are strengthened: the complete
contractions involve the muscle in depth, resulting in
a simultaneous action on all the muscle tissue in the
treated area.
With B-FORCE, excess fat is reduced and, at the same
time, the treated area is firmed and sculpted.
THIS
LATEST-GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY
WORKS SAFELY, QUICKLY AND PAINLESSLY ON
REMODELLING AND TONING OF THE BODY.

THE DESIGN
Completely MADE IN ITALY, the designer of the project is Simone Micheli, one of the most famous
architects in the world, called to express concretely the innovative character of the device: to
communicate solidity, Micheli used the Baidur 100 material, patented by Bayer.

Thanks to its dual action,
B-FORCE acts on muscles
and at the same time combats
fat.

A B - FORCE session lasts 20
to 30 minutes!

THE SOFTWARE
Thanks to the adoption of a state-of-the-art computer intelligence system, the practitioner can
constantly monitor the progress of treated clients and missed sessions, so as to stay up-to-date.
Personal evaluation forms can be created on the basis of automatic indications obtained from an
ideal protocol, supplied directly by Baldan Group, to be adopted for each type of client according to
pre-set forms based on gender, area to be treated and type of imperfection.

MONITORING OF
CUSTOMER PROGRESS

MADE-TO-MEASURE
DATA SHEET

B-FORCE IS A SMART TECHNOLOGY, THANKS TO THE INTERNET CONNECTION
INTEGRATED IN THE DEVICE.
THIS ALLOWS CONSTANT DIALOGUE WITH BALDAN GROUP’S EXPERTS, WHO CAN
AUTOMATICALLY REPORT MALFUNCTIONS OR USAGE PROBLEMS, INSTANTLY ADD
NEW PROGRAMMES AND CARRY OUT REMOTE ASSISTANCE

An innovative aesthetic technology
that works on reshaping the body.

The SIMPLIFICATION OF
SOFTWARE for enhanced
treatment security
The simplification of the software ensures greater
treatment safety, thanks also to the development of
automatic protocols offering pre-set parameters
and working times divided into zones, to ensure
more efficient practices and targeted treatment
of the most likely imperfections.
Once the data has been entered, all useful
information for the operator such as the
handpiece to be used, the pulse frequencies and
the treatment time will appear on the 15-inch
touch screen.
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT DATA IS UPDATED
SYSTEMATICALLY, SESSION AFTER SESSION.

Acts on Abdomen, Thighs,
Buttocks, Arms, Calves and Hips

HANDLES
The technology acts on different areas of the body
through its 4 handpieces:
2 HANDLES for treating large and medium-sized
areas such as the ABDOMEN, THIGHS, GLUTES
2 anatomically shaped HANDLES to work on smaller,
curved areas, such as ARMS,CALVES AND HIPS.

The programme reaches deep into the muscles, even
those that are usually difficult to strengthen during
traditional training.
An air-cooling system is built into each applicator so
that the handpieces are lighter for both the operator
and the client undergoing treatment.

No Pain, no Damage to the surface,
no Recovery time.

A B-FORCE SESSION is
FAST AND HARMLESS
for the customer, at HIGH
PROFITABILITY for the
entrepreneur
It is a highly profitable activity for the practitioner, as
there is no consumption of materials and products
and, moreover, it does not require the continuous
presence of the practitioner during the course of the
session.

THE MULTIFUNCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY THAT
RESHAPES THE BODY IN A PERSONALISED MANNER
B-FORCE is capable of solving various problems, just like an equipment room in a gym where the
customer can choose which workout to do according to their needs and requirements.
The machine incorporates innovative technical aspects to ensure certain, reliable and effective
results, guaranteeing greater efficiency and optimum performance.

REDUCTION OF
ADIPOSE TISSUE

MEASURABLE TONING OF
TREATABLE MUSCLE

REDUCTION IN
CIRCUMFERENCE
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THE 7 ADVANTAGES OF B - FORCE
DRAINAGE and MICROCIRCULATION
The contractions are stepped and this causes a vibratory contraction that acts on
the lymphatic vessels, promoting drainage and microcirculation.
This programme is suitable for treating adiposity and localized cellulite.
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SCULPTING
This programme involves deep contractions and de-contractions that force the
muscle to perform intense work. The programme is suitable for sculpting the body
and reducing fat at the same time.
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MUSCLE TONING
In this programme, contraction takes place more slowly, the muscle remains
contracted for a longer period of time and is quickly released. This type of activity
increases muscle tone and prepares the ground for future muscle development.
This programme is recommended in the case of poor muscle tone.
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VOLUME MUSCULAR
Contraction occurs progressively, the muscle remains contracted for a medium
length of time and de-contraction occurs progressively. This type of activity produces
an increase in white muscle fibrils and, consequently, an increase in muscle volume.
It is suitable for people who have few muscles and want to develop their mass.
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STRENGTH
Contraction and de-contraction follow each other with little pause and without any
kind of jolt. The muscle is practically subjected to high levels of intensity. Suitable
for athletic individuals who have good muscle mass and want to increase strength
and endurance.

CIRCUIT 1
Work protocol that, session after session, alternates all the programmes listed
above. Suitable for subjects who have several problems to solve at the same time,
circuit indicated mainly for slimming.

CIRCUIT 2
For those who want a complete ‘equipment room’ within the institute to improve
their muscles as a first objective. Suitable for athletes or those who love physical
activity.

PARAMETERS
It is important to act directly on the specific needs of the customer to guarantee the best results,
which is why all programmes can be customised according to the following parameters:

WAVE SHAPE

FREQUENCY

PULSE WIDTH

RELAXATION TIME

INTENSITY

CONTRACTIONS TIME

TREATMENT RECOMMENDED FOR:
INCREASING MUSCLE
MASS AND TONE

COMBATING THE MOST
STUBBORN IMPERFECTIONS

REDUCING ADIPOSE
TISSUE

STRENGTHENING BONES
AND JOINTS

TONIFYING

IMPROVING POSTURE

PROTOCOLS OF USE
TIMING: the average time required for a treatment with B-FORCE is about 20/30 MINUTES.
per area.
EXPERIENCE: most clients relax comfortably during the treatment.
REGIME: Treatments are generally scheduled on the basis of 2 sessions per week. Most clients
will sustain 8 to 10 treatments to achieve the desired result.

